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Introduction:
           
            In this study, I tested the hypothesis that acetylsalicylic acid given in a chronic doses would impede heart

 development. Heart development was measured in heart strength. This measures the difference in size between an

 expanded heart and a contracted heart. The heart is an important organ in the body; it pumps blood through out the

 body. Blood carries oxygen and other nutrients to the body, it is also important in the process of removing waste.

 Without the heart these processes would not function.

            There are different known teratogens. Teratogens are substances that affect development of embryos. Known

 teratogens include alcohol and nicotine. Acetylsalicylic acid, commonly known as aspirin, is an anti-inflammatory

 drug. It also reduces pain and fever. Doctors recommend it for people who are at high risk of heart attacks because of

 its antiplatelet effect. Its antiplatelet effect hinders the blood from clotting. Acetylsalicylic acid could possibly have

 teratogenic affects. Research up until now has been inconclusive, but pregnant women are told to avoid it unless

 recommended by a doctor (Linden, 2007).

Since its affect as a teratogen is still inconclusive we thought it would be interesting to test its affects on 3-day-

old chick embryos. The heart was chosen because of its significance in the developmental process, but also because

 aspirin has been linked to developmental heart problems in rats (Cappon et al., 2003). Cappon’s et al study found that

 when Aspirin was administered in key days of development that it could causes vascular spatial defect (VSD),

 diaphragmatic hernia (DH) and midline defects (MD) in rats.

These results were not replicable when testing rabbits. Rabbits in one study were administered single doses of

 acetylsalicylic acid at key points of development (Cappon et al., 2003). They found that VSD, DH, and MD were not

 more prevalent in the experimental group then in the control group (Cappon et al., 2003). Similar results were found in

 another study of rabbits (Cook, 2003). This study had tested rabbits because it was believed they had similar exposure

 limit for acetylsalicylic acid as in rats (Cappon et al., 2003). In the Cappon experiment some maternal rabbits died,

 which was believed to be do to the high levels of acetylsalicylic acid. It was noted that there was a higher incidents of
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 low birth weights in the experimental group (Cook, 2003).

Acetylsalicylic acid also caused low birth weights in the rats (Cappon et al., 2003). Low birth weights have also

 been noticed in human infants whose mothers took aspirin at adult doses regularly during pregnancy (Linden, 2007). It

 has also been noted that high doses around the time of conception can increase likely hood of miscarriages (Linden,

 2007). These problems only seem to occur when acetylsalicylic acid is taken early on in gestation. Some doctors

 recommend it to women later in pregnancy to reduce risk of antiphospholipid syndrome, and preeclampsia (Linden,

 2007). One study found that in low doses taken through the second and third trimester acetylsalicylic acid did not cause

 a higher incidence of prenatal complications or bleeding (Kozer, 2003). The research that has been done on

 acetylsalicylic acid seems to point to its possible teratogenic effect in early pregnancy, but not in later stages.

The heart strength and heart rate were measured in this experiment. In this study an experimental group of

 explanted chick embryos were given chronic doses of acetylsalicylic acid. This was done to test how the amount of the

 maximum recommended daily child dose of aspirin would affect a chick embryos in early development.
 
Materials and Methods:
 
            The experiment was done over a period of three weeks. Three trials were completed; the total length of one trial

 was 7 days. Eight fertilized chicken eggs were used at the beginning of each trial. The eggs were kept at 18ºC to slow

 development. Three days before explanting the eggs were placed in a 37ºC incubator, on the third day they were

 explanted and this was considered the first day of the trial. All eggs were at a 3 day development period when

 explanted. Square Petri dishes and weigh boats were sterilized using a 70% EtOH solution then set aside to dry. Once

 dry a weigh boat was placed inside a Petri dish that had hot wax on the bottom, than it was covered with the top and set

 aside to dry. For each trial eight of these dishes were made.

            Tyrode solution was used as a buffer. For a 1L solution of Tyrode, 8g of NaCl, 0.2g of CaCl2, 0.2g of KCl, 0.1g

 of MgCl2, 0.05g of NaH2PO4, 1g of NaHCO3, 1g of d-glucose and water are mixed together. A store bought version

 was used instead of making it from scratch. For all three trials 50mL of Tyrodes was used. Two 100mL tubes were

 filled with 25mL of Tyrode solution. One was labeled control, the other experimental group. To the experimental group

 0.125g of acetylsalicylic acid was added to have a concentration of 0.005g/mL (the amount equivalent to 81mg in a

 34lb child). Since pure acetylsalicylic acid could not be obtained store bought aspirin was used. Two 325mg tablets of

 Shaws Aspirin with a micro-thin coating that expired July 2000 were ground using a mortar and pestle. It was then

 massed out on an Analytical balance and poured in to the 100mL tube and mixed.

            To explant the eggs the procedure outlined in Armstrong’s VI. Explant Culture of Chick Embryo book was used.
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 The procedure was followed up until step six. On step 3 Betadine was not used. On step 5, the hammock was replaced

 with a weigh boat. The final change was in step 6, instead of using a dissecting needle a sterile forceps was used. All

 materials in the explanting procedure were sterilized using 70% EtOH. Before explanting the fertilized eggs four

 normal eggs were used as practice. Also with the 1st addition of buffer 0.5mL penicillin/streptomycin mixture was

 added (0.01mg/ml streptomycin, and 1µ/ml penicillin).

            Once all the embryos were explanted, the usable embryos were placed in a 37ºC incubator while the unusable

 eggs were disregarded in a designated waste bin. In each trial half the embryos were assigned to the control group,

 labeled Control 1, Control 2… etc. The same was done with the others, but they were labeled chronic 0.005g/0.5mL

 aspirin, Experiment 1…etc. To the control group 0.5mL of the control solution was added, and 0.5mL of the

 experimental solution was added to the experimental embryos. Then using a camera connected to a dissecting scope in

 the ICUC a video of each embryos heart was taken using PTB Pro. The heart rate, area vasculosa, and body length were

 also measured. Once all the measurements were completed all the embryos were placed in an incubator set at 37ºC.

            Each day after 0.5mL of one of the solutions was added to each embryo depending on what group they were in.

 The heart rate, area vasculosa, body length and video recording of the heart of each embryo were also measured. The

 video recording was taken using BTV pro. The magnification was set on 2, 3, 4, or 5 depending on which gave the best

 image of the heart. These measurements continued until they died, none of our embryos made it to the 7-day mark. The

 video recordings were analyzed by measuring the size of the heart when contracted and when fully extended. The

 difference in the measurements was defined as the heart strength. A picture of a clear ruler was taken using BTV pro on

 the dissecting scope at each if the magnifications. The pictures were printed. The same ruler was the used to measure

 the distance between the millimeter markings in millimeters. For magnification 2 it was found to be 46mm per mm, for

 magnification 3 it was 62mm per mm, for 4 it was 85mm per mm and for 5 it was 100mm per mm. Then each video of

 the embryos hearts was analyzed to find the contracted and expanded state of the heart. A picture of each as printed and

 labeled with its group, number, day in the experiment, state and magnification. The same ruler was then used to

 measure the heart. The measurement found was divided by either 46mm for magnification 2, 62mm for 3, 85mm for 4

 and 100mm for 5. The two numbers (one for contracted and the other for expanded) were subtracted from one another

 to find heart strength. This was all recorded in a table on excel. Once all the data was collected the data for trial one and

 three were averaged together in each group up till day 3 (day 5 of development). Graphs of the averaged data were

 made for heart strength and heart rate.

 

Results:
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            The above graph shows the heart rate of chick embryos over a span of 3 days. Heart rate was measured by

 counting the heart beats in 15 seconds and then multiplying it by 4. Each line represents the averaged data of the control

 groups and experimental groups data. This graph includes trial 1 and 3. Trial 2 was not included because the embryos

 were much smaller than normal, and the data was not consistent with the other trials. The blue line represents the data

 for the control group, which was just given 0.5mL of tyrode buffer a day. On day 3 for trial one embryo’s control 1, 2

 and 3 were used and from trial 3 control 1 was used. For day 4 only trial 1’s control 1 and 3 were used because Control

 2 died, as did trial 3 control 1. For day 5 trial 1’s control 1, and 3 were used again. The pink line represents the

 experimental group, which received 0.5mL of 0.005g/mL acetylsalicylic acid in tyrode buffer each day. In days 3

 through 5, trial 1 experimental 1, and 2 were used. On day 3, and 4 trial 3 experimental 1 was also used, it died by day

 5. Trial 3 experimental 1 died in the middle of taking measurements on day 4. Only the heart rate was attained its heart

 stopped beating before a video was taken.

            The graph does not show any consistent data. It appears the experimental group heart rate steadily increases. The

 control group on the other hand has a sharp decrease by day 5. This is because trial 1’s control 3 had a heart rate of 112.

 This does not seem consistent with the other heart rates taken over its 5-day life where it steadily increased. This could

 have been a human error. It was included in the averaging because it appeared otherwise healthy and control 1 also had

 a low heart rate. Even though control 1 did increase steadily too accept for day 5 when it was slightly lower.
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            The above graph shows the heart strength in chick embryos over a period of 3 days. Heart strength was

 measured by taken the difference in the size of an expanded heart from a contracted heart. An example of how the

 measurements were done on the hearts an attached 2 pictures (expanded and contracted) of trial 1’s experimental 1 day

 four is attached. These measurements were taken from video recordings of the heart. Human error does play a role in

 this measurement because it can be hard to determine where the heart begins and ends. Also it can be hard to find when

 it is the most expanded and contracted. Conversions had to be done to convert the data in to mm, because the

 magnification was different for each measurement. This was because as the heart grows smaller magnifications are

 better suited for measuring the heart.

            The blue line represents the control group. For day 3 Trial 1’s control 1, 2, and 3 were averaged together, with

 trial 3 control 1. Day 4 averaged together trial 1’s Control 1, and 3. Day 5 only used trial 1 control 3, because trial 1

 control 1’s wing bud was covering its heart. For the experimental group trial 1’s experimental 1, and 2 with trial 3

 experimental 1 were averaged together for day 3. On day 4 only trial 1’s experimental 1, and 2 were averaged together.

 Trial 3 experimental 1 died before the video of its heart could be taken. For day 5 trial 1’s experimental 1 and 2 were

 averaged together. Because no experimental lived past 3 days, only day 3, 4 and 5 data was analyzed for each group.

            This graph shows the experimental group (pink) had a sharp decrease in heart strength from day 3 to 4. From day

 4 to 5 it increased again. The control group, which originally was lower then the experimental group on day 3 increased

 the two days after. After the experimental groups original decrease in heart strength it then increased significantly on

 day 5. The experimental groups heart strength was still lower then the control groups on day five, but by a very small

 margin.

 

Discussion/ Conclusion:
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            It appears that acetylsalicylic acid may impede heart development by decreasing heart strength. From the heart

 rate graph it appears acetylsalicylic acid has no affect on it. This is because the experimental steadily increased while

 the control sharply increased then decreased. It is possible that there was human error in counting the heartbeats on day

 5 for both controls, especially trial 1 control 3. It is interesting that for both graphs the experimental group had higher

 values on day 3 but on day 5 the control had greater values. This could possible show that there is some affect on the

 heartbeat and heart strength. More Embryos would be needed to see if a pattern did exist for acetylsalicylic acid and

 heart beat.

            The second graph showed heart strength. It appeared that the experimental group was affected by the

 acetylsalicylic acid. This is because after day 3 it decreased and then it was still under the control on day 5 when it

 began to increase again. On day five the margin of difference between the two groups is small, so this could be human

 error. There were flaws in the analyzes of the data. Because of this there may be a margin of error for each data point.

 To correct this more embryos would need to be tested. The graph of heart strength supported the hypothesis that

 acetylsalicylic acid would impede heart development by affecting heart strength. In an experiment that tested heart

 formation in rats that were exposed to single doses of acetylsalicylic acid on gestation days 9, 10, or 11 found gestation

 days 9 and 10 had an increased likely hood of malformation then gestation day 11 (Gupta et al., 2003). This shows that

 in other species heart related problems did occur from acetylsalicylic acid. This data is consistent with the data

 collected in this experiment. Even though they measured different things, malformation of the heart would affect its

 heart strength.

            To make the results more reliable more trials should be done. A minimum of ten embryos should be used in each

 trial. In this experiment eight eggs were used each trial. The 1st trial 5 of the 8 eggs had live embryos. The second trial

 only 2 embryos, which was the same for trial 3 out of 8 eggs for each trial. This means for each trial closer to 24 eggs

 should be dissected. All the incubation times before explanting should be the same, which was not the case with trial 2.

 Ten embryos are needed for each trial so you can have the same amount of control to experimental. Also none of the

 embryos in the three experiments lived past day 5 the goal was to get data on embryos over 7 days. More embryos

 mean more likely hood of them surviving longer then 3 days. More data can help see clearer patterns. If there were

 more embryos in each group then for each day more measurements would be averaged together. This would help to

 eliminate any small differences in the measurements. Also if there is more data, a q-test could be done to see if any of

 the points are outliers and could be eliminated from the data pool. A q-test could be done with the amount of data

 collected in this experiment. The problem is because there are so few measurements it is hard to tell what exactly is the

 outlier. To make sure the acetylsalicylic acid is what is causing the affect and not something else in the aspirin pills
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 pure acetylsalicylic acid should be used.

            To further test the affect of acetylsalicylic acid on heart development in a chick embryo more concentrations of

 acetylsalicylic acid could be used. Testing more concentration could help see if larger amounts affect the embryo in the

 same way. Because aspirin pills were used instead of pure acetylsalicylic acid, another experiment could compare the

 two to see if there is any difference in their effects. To see if these results are replicable in other species of embryos this

 experiment could be repeated in other species. Acetylsalicylic acid has been shown to be a teratogen in rats in single

 doses (Gupta et al., 2003). So if it is shown to affect both chicks and rats it may affect other species as well. This

 experiment can also be done with an acute dose rater than a chronic to see if it affects the outcome. Gupta’s et al.

 Article also stated that the timing of the does could affect the results. In rats they found developmental problems

 occurred if a single dose of acetylsalicylic acid was added on gestation day 9, 10 or 11 (Gupta et al., 2003). So another

 possible experiment would be measuring the differences in heart strength when the doses begin at different stages of

 embryonic development in chicks.

            Acetylsalicylic acid given in doses of 0.005g/mL chronically decreased heart strength in chick embryos. More

 data needs to be collected to confirm that the data collected in this experiment was not faulty.
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